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Survey shows big drop
in number of cheaters
By Tina Beaumont and Rosa Richardson
staff writers^

Academic cheating has declined sharply the past
several years, according to surveys compiled by
The Breeze.
Sixty percent of the students who responded to a
survey distributed in January said they never have
cheated here. A survey done by The Breeze in 1977
showed that 24 percent of those students never
cheated.
Surveys were sent randomly to 600 students —
141 responded, but not to all questions.
Dr. Raymond Dingledine, Honor Advisory
Board chairman, said the results were "very encouraging. It does bear out the belief that most
students regard cheating as wreng. I would hope
the efforts of concerned students leaders have been
making an impact."

Kym Layne, Honor Council president, said,
"I'm hoping this response shows students are taking academics more seriously. I feel we're getting
better quality students (at JMU)."
Student Greg Dawson, Honor Council member,
said he thought the problem was bigger than the
survey indicates. "That's ridiculous. I don't think
people are being honest with this survey. I think a
lot more people cheat regularly. I don't think people know what cheating is.
"I think (the honor system) is making progress,
but not nearly enough. Saying the honor system is
marginally effective might be generous," Dawson
said.
Students usually cheat to receive better grades,
said 56 percent of the respondents. Thirty percent
said people cheat because they didn't prepare for
tests.
See HONOR page 2 ►
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Lesbian accepts
her college life
By Charles Taylor
features editor

► Second of three parts
It was toward the end of a summer that
she accepted the tendency plaguing her
since sixth grade. There was no traumatic
jolt, no turbulent crisis — instead, a decided end to years of denying a powerful attraction to members of the same sex.
"I remember just waking up one morning feeling calmer and saying, 'Hey,
everything's going to be OK.* I finally accepted the way I am."
Two years later, this JMU upperclassman lives an active homosexual
life. She's happy and she's secure. But she
See LESBIAN page 2

Stocking
the playroom
Dr. A. Jerry Benson (front)
of JMU's Child Development Center examinee toys
donated to the center by
Phi Mu sorority Wednesday. The toys will be used
In the developmental
playroom. The clinic works
with handicapped and
disabled children. Spencer
Meador (right of box) la
president of Phi Mu.
(Photo by Ming Leong)
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Winter'
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highlight this play,
which runs until Sunday.
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Tech
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The women's basketball
team upset Virginia Tech
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Lesbian

didn't stop. Karen began to link past
with present, making decisions
about the inklings she'd denied
throughout high school. Step by
step, she gave in to her tendency.
"It was distressing, it was
frustrating," she says. "I would
think I had come to grips with it and
then I'd go to a party and find out I
wasn't as together as I thought I
was. I think I was trying more to
understand why I had the feelings, to
find out if it was right or wrong,
come to terms with it and accept
that, hey, I'm a homosexual."
The school year ended before her
mind was settled, and she went home
with a lot of time to consider the recent events in her life.
"I spent the summer just really
thinking about myself and how I
felt. There was the coming to grips
with myself and how I felt as a
Christian. I guess my main backup
there is, how can God come down on
you because you love another person, whether they be male or
female?"
When she returned to JMU for her
sophomore year, Karen was ready to
face a homosexual lifestyle. She
dated women she knew from her
first parties, including some of the
friends who had invited her. She also
visited lesbian bars in Washington
D.C., Baltimore, Roanoke and
Richmond.
Through those experiences, she
picked up on the subtleties of identifying other female homosexuals. She
estimates 200 to 250 lesbians attend

► (Continued from page 1)

hasn't forgotten the years of
deciphering and denying the feelings
she knew aren't customary.
"I never knew what they were and
I never followed up on them," she
says. "Then in high school it hit me,
but I was really strong in my church
affiliate so I said, 'That's wrong.' I
would just ignore it."
Through high school, she dated
men and once almost became engaged. "I've gone out with three or four
guys in which you'd call it serioustype dating. I had one really good
relationship injugm school; in fact,
that relationship ,js still very strong.
The only thing n^ doesn't know
about me is that I'm homosexual."
Despite the male relationships,
Karen (not her real name) was not
able to stifle her attraction to
women. It was not until her
freshman year that she had the opportunity to test her suspicions first
hand — at a party.
"I kind of had an idea it was a
woman's gay party and I was right,"
she says. In her midst were about 35
lesbians, including the group of
female friends she'd been hanging
around. That didn't make things
easier, she recalls.
"I just stood there for a long time
and I got drunk. Someone made a
pass at me and that kind of scared
me, got me thinking."
After the party, the thinking

corrections
► Colleen Loughlin won the 100
meter backstroke in the Seahawk Invitational in Wilmington, N.C. Incorrect information was given on
page 12 of the sports section of the
Feb. 20 issue of The Breeze.

formation was given on page 2 of the
Feb. 20 issue of The Breeze.
»*■ Howard Johnson's head resident Susan Deck's name was
misspelled on page 7 of the news section in the Feb. 16 issue of The
Breeze. This was a reporting error.

► The C-Men defeated the Nads
46-14 in intramural basketball last
week. Incorrect information was
given on page 12 of the sports section of the Feb. 20 issue of The
Breeze.

► Basketball players Michele
James and Deana Meadows had
their names misspelled on page 14 in
the sports section of the Feb. 16 issue
of The Breeze. These were reporting
errors.

► James Goldman wrote the play
"The Lion in Winter." Incorrect in-
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"They are insecure," one student
responded. "They have a lack of
confidence
in their own
knowledge."
Another responded, "Some
students draw a blank at test time
although they know the material.
They cheat to 'refresh their
memory.' "
,—
Parental pressure and laziness
were other reasons cited.
Fifty-five percent said they would
not report an honor code violation,
25 percent said they would, and 20
percent said it would depend on the

Next iesue: Possibility of gay
organizations on campus and
heterosexuals' responses to
gays at JMU.

circumstance.
Eleven percent of the respondents
said it was not cheating to allow someone to copy from their exams.
Signing a class roll list for someone
should not be a violation, according
to 43 percent, and 14 percent said
turning in a commercially*prepared
term paper was not cheating. Only 7
percent said using a text or notes
during an exam is not cheating.
JMU's Honor Code lists all of
those as violations.
Sixteen percent of the respondents
rated the Honor System very effective in deterring cheating. About 67
percent rated it marginally effective
and 17 percent rated it ineffective.
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Cheated
one* or
twice

Chest regularly

38% (47)
20% (4)
«% (15)
45% (14)
37% (14)
*7% (8)
32% (17)
44% (17)
2JW

2% (3)
less than
3% (1)
7% (2)
less than
12% (2)
less than
2% (1) less than
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In daily life here, most lesbians
wear casual preppy fashions and
often can be found at sporting
events, Karen says.' There, "you
watch how they walk. Most of them
will walk with confidence, some of
them walk with the tough look, like,
•Don't bother me.' *'
From that husky, athletic-type
woman comes the stereotyped lesbian. But that's not a fair image,
Karen says. "I'll be sitting with
friends of mine at sporting events or
anywhere and they'll say, 'Look at
that big tough mama. She's got to be
gay.' It's not true. I know some very
feminine homosexuals who wear the
high heels and the dresses all the
time. Many you wouldn't suspect at
all."
The diversity is a convenient shield
for many lesbians, especially with
the possible consequences of being
discovered. Some parents have
threatened to take their daughters
out of school when they "found
out,1' Karen says. "They say it's a
disease, it's not an alternative
lifestyle, that it's something society
has created and it's bad."
Few people, including her roommate and parents, know of Karen's
lifestyle. But she is confident she'll
someday share the secret with her
parents.
"I'd like to tell them because it's a
part of me," she says. "I've been living this lifestyle for two years and
I've grown into it, it's grown into
me. I think my mother wouldn't
understand, my father would try.

He'd be confused for a while, he
would be angry at me, at my friends,
at anyone who got me involved in
the homosexual world. But I think
he would try to understand."
She also has the opinions of society to deal with. "Open your Social
Skoblems book, the first chapter,
anct^you've.. got social deviance
there," she says. "At the top of the
list, you've got homosexuals,
thieves, murderers. They put you on
an equal basis with murderers. I
don't feel like I'm hurting anybody
physically or mentally. If I am, then
that hurts me."
Despite such societal reaction,
Karen contentedly searches for a
long-term relationship, preferably
with a woman, but possibly with a
man. "To say no, I won't go out
with a man or to part that I'll never
get married, I don't know. I guess
you would consider it bisexual."
But, she says, "For my future, I'd
like to be in a stable relationship
with a woman."
For now at least, she is comfortable in the role she's chosen. "It's
something that I am, something I've
accepted. It's always going to be
there, even if I do fall in love with a
man. Once you find out you're gay
or you have gay tendencies, it's your
choice if you're going to be gay or
suppress those feelings. A lot of
times people will suppress them and
find that they're not very happy."
Is Karen happy? She pauses a moment, then smiles. "Yeah, overall,"
she says. "Right now I would say
I'm happy."

Ian Katz

Daniel Flnnegan
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JMU. That's lower than researcher
Alfred Kinsey's theory that 7 percent
of American women are homosexual. By his standards, about 315
JMU women would be gay.
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Students (128)
Freshmen (20)
Sophomores (34)
Juniors (31)
Seniors (38)
QPA 3.5-4.0 (17)
3.0-3.49 (53)
2.5-2.99 (39)
2.0-2.49 (7)
(K9-1.Se (3) •*•■
below 1.5(1)

60% (73)
80% (18)
53% (18)
48% (15)
83% (24)
41% (7)
88% (36)
54% (21)
43% (3)
$3% (1)
100% 41)

1 % (0)
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Bill denying admission tabled
SGA remains neutral on draft punishment
By Donna Sawyers
SGA reporter

The SGA tabled a bill of opinion Tuesday opposing a Virginia House of Delegates' bill denying
males who have not registered for the draft admission to state universities.
White Hall Senator Bob Houston said the SGA
should remain neutral. Voicing an opinion would
"place a radical black mark on JMU. The bill does
not directly represent JMU students."
Frederikson Senator Beth Kesler proposed the
bill. She said fines or imprisonment would be adequate punishment.
Also, a bill of opinion proposing the SGA support adding five units to Greek Row was tabled.
Greek Senator Mark Douglas raised the proposal.
One four-unit structure is planned. More housing is needed because two new Greek organizations
might be started, he said.
► The SGA voted to give the rugby team $626
to pay league dues and tournament fees.
/"
If the team advances to Mid-Atlantic competition, the SGA will fund it $384 for gas and lodging. If the team advances to national competition,
it will be funded an additional $740.
Twenty-two players will attend each game.
►• The SGA voted 25-8 tfigive $531 to the Order
of Omega, a Greek honor society.
Six senators abstained.
► The SGA unanimously voted to give $500 to
(he Intervarsity Christian Fellowship to send its
leaders to camp.
>■ The Finance Committee turned down a proposal requesting the SGA give $150 to the Golden

Pearl Court to hold a luncheon honoring Black
Emphasis Month.
,
Chandler Senator David Forbes raised the proposal at the Feb. 14 meeting.
Because the Golden Pearl Court is not a
recognized student organization, it cannot be
funded, said Sandra Adams, Finance Committee
chairwoman. It is a subgroup of Omega Psi Phi, a
recognized group.
Forbes then proposed that the SGA give $150 to
Omega Psi Phi.
The proposal was sent to the Finance Committee.
► Helen MacNabb, Building and Grounds
Committee chairwoman, said a light for the steps
at Weaver Hall will be installed next week.
► The SGA unanimously voted to recognize
Otis Dove for "his 11 years of service as pool

maintenance engineer of Savage Natatorium.
• Ashby Senator Ken Beuley raised the proposal.
•»• Pauline McDowell now is Dingledine
senator. Mary Ann Dodd moved from the dorm.
Dodd still will serve as Student Services Committee chairwoman.
► The Executive Council must approve all bills
passed by the senate.
The Executive Council approved a bill giving the
National Collegiate Association for Secretaries
$530 to attend the national convention in Memphis, Tenn.
The Honor Council was given $930 from its
reserve account to fund Honor Awareness Week
and a banquet for Dr. Raymond Dingledine who is
retiring this year.
Dingledine is the Honor Council adviser and
history department head.

SGA file
The following proposals
Tuesday's SGA meeting:

were raised at

»■ Hoffman Senator Dan Caprlo proposed that the
SGA study the possibility of resurfacing the Warren
Campus Center patio.
The proposal was sent to the Buildings and Grounds
Committee.
►-Commuter Senator Tim Cralghead proposed that
the SGA paint purple and gold paw prints on the
sidewalk leading from the Interstate 81 underpass tunnel
to the Convocation Center.
The proposal was sent to the B & G Committee.
The following bills were sent to the Finance Committee:
► Greek Senator Mark Douglas proposed that the
SGA give $800 to Alpha Epsilon Rho to help pay for attending the National AERho convention April 4-8.
»- Douglas also proposed the SGA give $500 to Psl
Chi, the psychology honor society to sponsor a speech
by Chris Slzemore, the subject of the book and movie The
Three Faces of Eve.
► Douglas also proposed that the SGA give $750 to
the Music Industry Association to pay for bus and studio
rentals to go to Alpha Audio in Richmond.
»- Commuter Senator Jeanne Slye proposed that the
SGA give $535 to Phi Beta Lambda to attend the Virginia
State PBL Convention.
*• Commuter Senator Jonl Shelton proposed that the
SGA give $285.63 to cover the debts of the JMU Ski Club.
*• Greek Senator Phil Holland proposed that JMU give
$800 to Kappa PI to repair, supply and furnish Zlrkle
House, the student art gallery.
*■ Commuter Senator Catharine Hagan proposed that
the SGA give $320 to the Society for Collegiate Journalists.
»• Glfford Senator Cllve Hoffman proposed that the
SGA give $504 to the Racquetball Club to attend a tournament.
*■ Howard Johnson Hall Senator Claudia Peters proposed that the SGA give $1470.65 to provide a cave
rescue unit at JMU. 0
►- Bjarbee propftsea trial the SGA give thtf Pre-Lea Ml
Society $420 to sponsor Legal interest Week'sched
for April.
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ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES
FURNITURE & SPORTING GOODS
14KT. GOLD & STERLING SILVER JEWELRY
Something For Everyone
Open Every Thurs.-Sun. Year Round
234-8996
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Bill affects all state employees
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Retirement benefits might change
By Bill Qoodykoontz
staff writer

The House of Delegates Wednesday voted 68-19 favoring a bill making retirement benefits uniform for
state employees.
The Senate must approve the bill
for it to become effective.
Retirement benefits for some state
employees could be cut up to 7 percent if the bill passes, said Larry
Roller, a JMU education professor.
Of the 1,280 JMU employment
positions, 997 are paid for by state
tax revenue.
In Virginia, stale employees'
retirement benefits are determined
by computing the average salary
from their three consecutive,
highest-paying years and subtracting
$1,200.
A "two-tiered" retirement system
now is used. Employees hired before
April 1, 1980 are part of one system,
while those hired after that date are
part of a second system.
Members of the second system
must "index" the final average
salary on which retirement benefits
are based by deducting the percentage cost of living increase in retirement benefits.
As introduced by Delegate Owen
Pickett (D-Virginia Beach), the bill

would have extended indexing to all
employees, but amendments successfully offered by Delegate Vivian
Watts (D-Fairfax) would eliminate
indexing entirely.
"We're going back on our word to
the employees" who were in the
system before 1980, she said.
Pickett said he tried to have the
amendments eliminated when the
bill gets to the Senate rather than on
its final vote in the House.
Delegate
A.R.
Giesen
(R-Waynesboro) said that while he
was against the amendment, "I'm
for the bill. It gives us a single
unified system I think will be easier
to administer."
Roller said, "The VEA (Virginia
Educational Association) worked
over 20 years for a good retirement
system. Now that we've got it, they
want to take it away."
Members of the first system
weren't supposed to be affected
when the second system was
adopted, Roller said. Their benefits
were to remain the same.
Watts said extending indexing
would save the system 58 million a
year when there has been no "information that our system is in
trouble."
But Delegate Ford Quillen
(D-Scott), a member of the Ap-

propriations Committee, noted that
the state's contribution to the
Virginia Supplemental Retirement
System has risen from $144 million
in 1981 to $220 million in this fiscal
year.
Watts also said her amendment
would increase the state's contribution to the retirement system by
$440,000 to $500,000 a year. Gov.
Charles Robb has said he would support the bill if it did not change the
amount of the state's contribution.
Roller said, "They (legislators)
aren't worried about state
employees. They're worried about
money."
Delegate Phoebe Orebaugh
(R-Rockingham County), said,"At a
time when we're trying to improve
education, this is the wrong signal to
send. Retirement benefits are being
whittled away."
!
Roller said the bill seems attractive
at first. It would change the "Rule
of 90." Members of the old system
could become qualified for full
retirement benefits after working 30
years and reaching age 60. The bill
would allow members to receive
benefits when their experience and
age add up to 90, regardless of the
age.
This would affect "only about 1
or 2 percent (of state employees) at

best," Roller said.
The amount of money computed
into retirement benefits would also
be affected, Roller said. Employees
used to have 5 percent of their salary
earmarked for retirement benefits,
and the state would match that
amount. This year the state agreed to
pick up the employees' 5 percent.
This increases employees' take-home
pay.
The 5 percent still is computed into the employees' retirement benefit
now, but the bill "would compute as
if we weren't getting that 5 percent at
all," Roller said. "That's going to
reduce the three highest years of
average salary from which the
benefits are computed."
Vesting — the number of years an
employee must work in the state to
become eligible for any retirement
benefits — also would change.
Employees now have to work at least
five years to receive benefits. The bill
would increase the number of years
,vto 10.
Orebaugh said the longer vesting
time could scare away prospective
teachers. "The shorter vestment
period would be an incentive for
people to stay in teaching even
though the pay is poor."

(Parts of this story were compiled from AP wire reports)

PAID YEARBOOK JOBS
Available for '85 Bluestone

Were you a high school yearbook editor or involved
staff member? If so we are looking very seriously for
applicants to fill the following posts:

Sports Editor
Clubs Editor
Photographers

Editor-in-Chief
Features Editor
Classes Editor
~>

If you are interested, return the attached form to Chip
Embrey.P.O. Box M-27, or stop by the Bluestone office
in the ground floor of the Campus Center.
Name
Phone
Experience,
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(404) 266-1060

Get right into law with intensive preparation
approved by the American Bar Association.
Alter completing the three-month program, you
can take your place as a legal assistant It's
one of the fastest growing careers ot the 60s.
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$500.

Meet us on Campus
Tuesday, April 3, 1984
Placement Office
1:00-5:00

career
in three
short
months

Bachelor's dagraa or attorney sponsorship required
Day and Evening classes available
Employment assistance
Classes conducted in Atlanta
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Enamif

The National Center for
Paralegal Training
3414 Peachtree Road, N.E.. Atlanta. GA30326

RESUMES that get results!
OUR PROFESSIONAL RESUMES DO GET RESULTS!
WE HAVE:
• FREE brochure with tips on how to write resumes.
♦Typesetting only $10.00 per page for one-week service.
(Additional charge for faster service.)
•kPrinted quality copies of your resume in any quantity on high
quality paper. Prices vary with quantity.
*Extra sheets and envelopes to match.
ALSO STOP BY FOR:
• ANNOUNCEMENTS! , We have a wide variety of graduation and
wedding announcements, stationery, and accessories. Drop by to
browse through our catalogs.
W
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E HAVE SELF-SERVICE COPIERS FOR YOUR

WrUJ &%

r&*'rfrf.
PRINTING

OTHfK COPY NEEDS - S< per copy with LD.

KWIK-KOPY PRINTING
35 Kenmore Street
HUrrisonburg, VA 22801
(Street behind Cloverleaf McDonald's in King Photo Building)

433-2828

MIDWAY" MARKET
157 Warsaw Ave.

^

*

434-7948

BEER
BUDWEISER 12pk(Reg. / Light)
BUSCH / NATURAL LIGHT (12 pk)
BUSCH / NATURAL LIGHT (6 pk cans)
COORS12 pk (Reg. / Light)
MICHELOB (Reg. / Light)
,
MOOSEHEADorMOLSON
HEINEKEN 6 pk
OLD MILWAUKEE 12 pk (reg. / Ught)
SHAEFFER6 pkcans
GOEBELS 6 pk cans

$4.99
$4.19
$2.09
$4.99
$2.88
$2.99
$3.89
$4.29
.$1.69
$1.69

RETURNABLES
BUDWEISER
COORS (Reg. / Light)
BUSCH
NATIONAL BOH
BUDWEISER
COORS
PABSTBLUE RIBBON
OLD MILWAUKEE
BUSCH / STROHS

$9.89(plus deposit)
$9.49(plus deposit)
$8.49(plus deposit)
$5.99<plu8 deposit)

„

KEGS

$23.99(,/4),$35.99(yi)
$23.99(1/4),$35.99(1/i)
$15.99(1/4),$27.99(y*)
$17.99(1/4),$27.99(yi)
Vi'sonly$28.99

OTHER
COKE (Reg. / Diet) 6 pk btls
ICE
BAGELS (6's)
CHIPS 1 lb
PRETZELS 12 oz
CIGARETTES

„
*

$1-89
small 69«, large 99«
69*
$1-99
$1-19
86c;

IN CLOTHES
COULD BE
YOUR BIG
SPRING BREAK
Win $500. worth of fashions just in time
to cart offto the beach for spring break.
Rll in t^e coupon and bring it with your student I.D.
to La Vogue Fashion Square.
Drawing on March 1 for a
Spring Wardrobe that won't break you.
(ShoeDept not inducted)

Namr

Address
Phone

LA VOGUE
Fashion Square
Charlottesville
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newsfile
University
might provide
study dorm
Students might be able to live in
an honors dorm in two to three
years.
The hall would provide students
with a study environment plus
cultural programming, said Jim
Krivoski, director of residence life,
at a Student Services Committee
meeting Tuesday
A faculty member would sponsor
intellectual-type programming and
parties for the students, he said. The
hall might include a computer room.
The honors hall could not be used
for two years because students are
allowed to stay in rooms until they
leave university-sponsored housing.
No hall has been chosen yet.
No criteria has been established
for student residents.
Also discussed at the meeting:
► An aerobic exercise room
might be put in each of the residence
areas next fall. A room would be put
in the Bluestone, Village and Lake
Complex areas.
The rooms might include aerobic
exercise equipment, scales, jump

ropes and machines to measure
blood pressure and heart rates.
The Virginia General Assembly
must approve the plan.
► A committee on Safety and
Vandalism has been formed for
residence halls. Committee chairman
Dick Garber will prepare a model to
make residence halls safer. The
model will reward students for keeping vandalism low.
► Dr. A! Mmard, associate dean
of students, said a survey is being
conducted asking about 250 nonreturning students — who did not
leave because of academic suspension or probation — why they left
JMU. The survey lists 48 choices.
Each May the office surveys about
1,200 incoming freshmen. Every
four years, about 5 percent are
selected for a four-year study.
The first study group was selected
four years ago. Personal growth and
significant experiences are recorded
in a file.
— Donna Sawyers

Commuters OK
HoJo's parking
The Commuter Student Committee favors giving Howard Johnson's,
residents commuter parking tickets,
but only if they park in J-lot.

J-lot is located beside the tennis
courts on Duke's Drive.
The committee voted favoring the
idea at its meeting Monday. Howard
Johnson's SGA Senator Claudia
Peters requested the vote to get commuter opinion.
She said the residents want the
stickers because of inconvenient bus
schedules and the distance between
the motor lodge and campus.
She proposed a bill at the Jan. 17
SGA meeting to permit the students
to get commuter parking stickers.
It was referred to the Student Services Committee. It will be discussed
at the next Parking Advisory Committee meeting.
Other action at Monday's
meeting:
► The possibility of changing
Commuter Shooter Night at
Calhoun's to Commuter Sponsor
Night was discussed, but nothing
was decided. At Commuter Sponsor
Night, discount prices would be
available to all students, not just
commuters.
► Intramural volleyball sign-up
sheets are available today in the
commuter student lounge in Warren
Campus Center. Men's, women's

*

JMU debate team
wins tournament
A JMU debate team won the 25th
Annual Liberty Bell Tournament
held at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia last
weekend..
Richard Horan and Jeff
Kwiatkowski defeated a team front »
George Mason University in the final
round to win the competition.
This is the fourth time in five years
a JMU debate team has won this
tournament.

Student competes
in poetry division
A JMU student placed fourth in
the poetry interpretation division of
the Metropolitan Washington Communication Association's Individuals Events Tournament held
Saturday.
Melissa Mayers received a fourth
place trophy at the tournament held
at George Mason University in Fairfax.

■ ;-w

For That Special Formal
Or Tux, Come To

434-9808

1005 E. Market St.

and co-recreational teams will be
formed.
All interested commuters should
sign up. Play begins March 12.
— Missy Epps

®* mridesMouse

offers

Breakfast Buffet
Sat. 8a.m. - 12p.m.
Sun. 8a.m. - 1:30p.m.
Only $2.99 with JMU ID Regularly $3.99
Expires Feb. 26

Downtown on Court Square
434-8063

New Summer Fashions
For Women

5SPRTT

Arriving Daily

*••

Organically Grown yV»#,J

C_MlGhel_J
SantaCruz
NfWYOIM-MRIS

Spring Formals

erchandise
rice

Qp

'

Swimwear and Sunwear

Two Blocks From campus

MIDAS
GRAND OPENING
SPECIAL

r^

Mon-Wf d: 94 p.
Tatin-Sat: 9-12p.
Closed Sundays

During February and March $10 OFF
Regular price off any lifetime guarantee
foreign or domestic muffler
with college ID
Corner of N. Main and Gay Street
Four blocks north of Court Square
433-3489
Mon-Fri 8-5:30 p.m., Sat 8-4 p.m.
Mastercard/Visa accented

Gitchell's Studio

25% Discount
all

photographic equipment
1*) E. Market St.. Harrisonhurg

-x

434-5314
Discount On Any Items Not Otherwise Discounted

JIFFY 66 & MARKET
Coors 12 pk. rcg. & light
Coors 6 pk. cans reg.&lighi
Old Mil6pk. cans
Old Mil 12 pk
Busch 6 pk. cans
Busch & Natural Light 12 pk.cans
Bud 6 pk. cans
Bud 12 pk. cans
Molson & Moosehead 6 pk
'.....Meister Brau 6 pk. cans

$4.99
$2.39
$2.09
$4.25
$2.09
$4.19
$2.49
$4.99
$2.99
$1.99

LONG NECKS
Coors
Bud
Old Mil
Busch
National Boh

$9.50& Dep
$9.99&Dep.
$8.19&Dep.
$8.49 & Dep.
$5.99 & Dep.

KEGS
Coors
Busch
Old Mil
Stroll's
Blue Ribbon
Miller
Bud
Bull

(Vi) $35.99 (Vi) 23.99
('/i)$28.00
('/*) $28.99(V*)$17.99
x
('/i) $28.99
(Vi) $27.99 (Vi) $15.99
(Vi) $35.99 ('/i)$20.95
(Vi) $36.50 (Vi) $23.99
(Vi) $28.99

Milk 1 gal
Coke 2 liters
Cigarettes

$1.99
".'
$1.29
rcg. $6.50 100's $6.70

The Phillips 66 on Port Road
433-8559

-

■

_

All bttr DTUXM M ovr coft fggjj

Old Milwaukee Beer Reg A Light 12 pk

$3.95

Sehlitz Beer 12 pk
Stroh's Beer Reg A Light 12 pk
Coors Beer Reg A Light 12 pk
Sehlitz Malt Liquor 6 pk
Hamm's Beer 6 pk
GoebebBeer6pk
Piels Draft Beer 6 pk
Schaeffer Beer 6 pk
National Bohemian Beer 24 pk.
ret. btls
National Beer 6 pk
National Beer 24 pk. suitcase

$4.49
$4.49
$4.60
$2.20
$1.79
$1.49
$1.49
$1.39

Miller Beer 8 pk. pony

5-hour photo finishing tor IK). 126, and 135 films
"/// by III, out by 3"

to JMU students on

Come in and check out our new
refrigerated beer section.

$4.99 plus dep.
$1.39
$5.55

$1.99

Miller lite Beer 12 pk

$4.60

Lowenbrau Light or Dark 6 pk
Red White & Hue Beer 24 pk. suitcase

$2.99
$5.55

Weideman Beer 6 pk
Busch or Natural Lite Beer 12 pk
Budweiser Beer Reg & Light 12 pk

$1.49
$3.79
$4.59

Mkhelob Beer Reg & Light 6 pk N.R. btls
Bounty Paper Towels

$2.59

Everyday low price (Limit 2 rolls).'!
Kraft Real Mayonnaise
Everyday low price Qt
Del Monte Tomato Catsup
Everyday low price Qt
Starkist Chunk Light Tuna
Everyday low price Limit 2
9 Lives or Friskies Buffet Cat Food
Everyday low price 6Vi oz can.

69C
$1.59
99c
69C
3 for $1.00
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polioefile
Fraternity
charged
with hazing
By Kim Gibson
police reporter

Campus police recently reported
the following arrests:
Kappa Sigma fraternity was
charged judicially with hazing after a
student participating in an initiation

was charged Feb. 15 with public
drunkenness.
Student Donald Parr, 21, of
Roanoke was charged with public
drunkenness about 3 a.m. in parking
lot J beside the tennis courts on
Duke's Drive.
Parr was found in J-lot after parr
ticipating in a Kappa Sigma initiation, police said.
Hazing is against Virginia law and
university policy.
A judicial charge is made when
university policy is broken. It is
reviewed by university judicial officials.

► Two students were charged
judicially with dangerous practices
after they allegedly started a fire in
the woods behind the Convocation
Center, campus police said. The incident occurred Friday about 1:15
a.m.
Drunken driving
► Student Jon Delvltto, 23, of Springfield, Va., was arrested Feb. 16 and
charged with drunken driving, police
said.
Delvltto was arrested about 2 a.m. at
the Intersection of South Main Street and
Port Republic Road.
a* Non-student David Rowles, 20, of

THE ARMY ROTC 2-YEAR
PROGRAM. UP TO $1000 A YEAR
PLUS A COMMISSION.
If you passed up Army
ROTC during your first two
years of college, you can
enroll in our 2-year proSam before you start your
sttwo.
Your training will start
the summer after your
sophomore year at a six-week
Army ROTC Basic Camp.
It'll pay off, too. Youll
earn over $400 for attending Basic Camp and up to
$ 1,000 a year for your last
two years of college.
But, more important,
you'll be on your way to earning a commission in today's
Army—which includes the
Army Reserve and Army
National Guard—while you're
earning a college degree.

I

ARMY ROTC
BEALLYOUCANBE.
Contact Cpt. Torres
Stadium Bldg.
Rm. F206, X-6264

Sugar Grove, W.Va.. was arrested Feb. 16
and charged with drunken driving, police
said.
Rowles was arrested about 1:30 a.m.
on South Main Street in front of JMU.
► Non-student Richard Evans, 19, of
Harrlsonburg was arrested Friday and
charged with drunken driving, police
said.
Evans was arrested about 11:15 p.m.
near the intersection of Duke Drive West
and Paul Street.

Campus police charged seven
other individuals with public
drunkenness.
fr-Student Jeffrey Duncan, 20, of
Westpoint, Ct., was arrested Sunday
about 12:20 a.m.
Duncan also was charged with
destruction of state property after he
allegedly threw a chair into Newman
Lake.
»► Student Walter Kudron, 22, of
Westfield, N.J., was arrested Feb. 16
about 2 a.m. at the intersection of South
Main Street and Port Republic Road.
►• Non-student Kenneth Byrne, 18, of
Herndon, Va., was arrested Saturday
about 8 p.m. during the JMU-George
Mason basketball game In the Convocation Center.
Byrne also was charged with resisting
arrest.
►■ A male non-student from Harrlsonburg was arrested Feb. 16 about 7:45
p.m. In P-lot across from Chandler Hall.
The male, a minor, also was charged
with property damage after he allegedly
climbed on a small car parked in P-lot.
Police estimated $25 damage in scratches and dents on the car.
Police do not release the names of
people younger than 18.
*■ Non-student Steven Marochello, 18,
of Sugar Grove, W.Va., was arrested Feb.
16 about 1:30 a.m. on South Main Street
In front of JMU.
O
»■ Non-student George Shaffer, 18, of
Stanley, Va., was arrested Feb. 16 about
8:50 p.m. In Godwin Hall during the Stray
Cats concert.
*■ Non-student James Mountain, 19, of
Arlington, Va., was arrested Feb. 16
about 9:10 p.m. In Godwin Hall during the
Stray Cats concert.
Breach of peace
*■ Non-student Dennis Maestri, 23, of
Fairfax was arrested Saturday about 10
p.m. during the JMU-GMU basketball
game.
Maestri allegedly was pushing,
shouting and cursing at an unidentified
person, police said.
Lost and found
► A wallet was stolen from the south
gym In Godwin Hall sometime between
2:30 and 3:30 p.m. Sunday, police said.
The wallet was recovered Monday near
Madison Memorial Library. $10 was missing.

co*>
TAPE SALE

\

TDK SA-90
Maxell UDXL-II 90

2 for $5.49
12 for $29.95
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The Lion in Winter'
Production plays up talents of JMU actors
By Charles Taylor
features editor

Despite billing as a play with
"comedic elegance," the
JMU theater division's production of "The Lion in Winter" is
not the brand of play that allows its
audience to sit down, sit back and be
mindlessly entertained.
Instead, it intertwines historical
events with the dramatics inside the
fictitious 10th-century household of
King Henry II of England. Comedy
is present and is successful in its context. But it's far from the domineering element.
The play, which opened Tuesday,
' runs through Sunday. Written by
James Goldman, it is directed by
JMU senior Wendy McNeny, the second student to direct a LatimerShaeffer production.
Deception and deceit are the plot
fortes in "The Lion in Winter," as
every character does his best to outdo equally scheming counterparts.
Each triumphs, then fails time after
time throughout the play. It's in watching each squirm his way out of
conflict that the audience becomes
entranced in the lives of the family.
But even with the script's complexity, it is neither plot nor
dramatics that highlight the play.
The two prevailing components are
within JMU's personnel.
Scott McClelland as Henry II,
King of England, and Annette Fama
playing his wife, Eleanor, seem to effortlessly breathe life into the scheming, often vicious characters they
play. McClelland's stage voice ably
weaves emotion into each line, at
one moment tense and outraged, at
the next tender and relaxed. Fama
complements the pair's scenes
together with an expertise in subtle
gestures. Her sharp glances and gentle touches are at times as potent as
the force behind McClelland's voice.
Overall, each role was well cast.
Charles Tucker demonstrated an
ease with acting in the part of
Richard Lionheart while Mike Mannarino added humor as Henry's skittish, wimpish son, John. The remaining four parts were, for the
most part, consistent in quality.
Costumes were created by Sally
Ann Kessler, a visiting graduate student from University of Virginia.
Each shows the results of comprehensive research and an eye for
detailed craftmanship. Kessler
should take special pride in outfits
designed for Fama and Tucker.
The set design by Pam Schuelke
Johnson also demonstrates attention

^**™****!+ ?n™#*to «u'*
scenes In The Lion In Winter."
to specifics. With or without a sharp
knowledge of 10th century furnishings, it's obvious this set required an extensive background in
historical style, not to mention many
hours to complete furnishings for
seven room scenes.
. ,. ,
•The Lion in Winter," written in
the early 1960s, was also performed

hl

* •"'•"••»

»'« <F™<»« Fortn.)In on. of many dramatic
(PhQtQ by JQ Nagaya)

A,

here in 1972. That production was
directed by Mary La timer Cordner,
a former faculty member who is part
of the theatre's namesake.
The 1984 version, even without
that prestige, is worth putting on the.
weekend schedule. It offers enough
varied elements successfully to
satisfy any theatergoer in any

number of ways. The production
also instills pride for the talents of
some of JMU's finer actors.
Tickets are $3 and $4 for the remaining shows. For box office information, call 433-6260. The curtain
rises at 8 p.m. tonight through
Saturday, and at 2 p.m. for a Sunday matinee.
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At left, Eleanor the Queen
(Annette Fama) tries on her
crown in the privacy of her
chamber. At right, she coaxes
son Richard (Charles Tucker)
into scheming with the King
of France.
(Photos by Yo Nagaya)
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Lion in Winter' director

McNeny finds niche out of spotlight
By Andrea Cope
staff writ*

Sometimes it's just a matter
of knowing what you're best at
and how to go about getting it
before success can be yours.
Wendy McNeny, the second
student to direct a JMU
mainstage theater production,
found her place out. of the
spotlight.
"I'm a very bad actor," she
said. "I don't have the talent
for it. I can see other people —
what's good and bad for them
— but it's hard for me to do it
myself.'*
The 22-year-old senior majoring in communication arts is the
director of "The Lion in
Winter," the theater division's
first production of the semester.
At JMU, she has directed
Wampler Experimental Theatre
productions of "Out of Reach
of Children," "Coming Attractions," "Line" and "Uncommon Women." During her
freshman and sophomre years,
acted in "Golliwhoppers,"
i children's theater production,
"Table Settings."
McNeny has designed lights
and stage managed five plays.
Sh« also was stage manager for
the 1983 summer dinner theater.
Standing 5 foot, 3 inches (' *5
foot, 2-and-a-quarteT8 when
I'm in a slumpy mood"), with
shirt, light brown hair, peachy
complexion and freckles,
McNeny doesn't look the part
of the stereotypical .flamboyant, omnipotent director in
her Levi's and hooded sweatshirt.
said she has learned how important it is to know about all
categories of theater. "I've tried
to take classes in all areas and
aspects of it," she said.
She describes herself as
friendly and easy to talk to. "A

lot if people get the wrong impression of the role of the director," she said. "A director is
more like a tour guide who's
there to bring out the best in
people."
Scott McClelland, who plays
Henry II, King of England in
"The Lion in Winter," said of
McNeny, "I like her because
she doesn't say much. She
doesn't tell you what to do, she
just guides you."
Annette Fama, in the role of
Eleanor, said, "This is the third
show I've done with her. I love
her. She can find the one thing 1
may be lacking and put her
finger on the spot."
McNeny also enjoys working
with the casts of the shows she
has directed. "Most of the people I'm working with, I've
worked with before," she said.
"They trust me I guess. You
have to have trust to make
things work."
After graduation in May,
McNeny plans to go to graduate
school, but she's not sure where
yet. She has applied to the
University of Texas and Florida
State University in Tallahassee.
She is also being considered for
a scholarship through the
University and Regional
Theater Association, which
considers college graduates for
scholarships and internships
and helps place them with the
university of their choice.
McNeny hopes to be a professional director in a metropolitan
area someday. But, "I doubt
I'll be in New York," she said.
"It's so big. I don't tike
crowds."
Was she nervous about the
opening night show Tuesday?
"It'll probably hit me Tuesday
night at 7:45. I don't have time
to be nervous."

nei
Wendy McNeny, director of JMU's "The Lion In Winter," says she
doesn't like to act Her behind-the-scenes activities, however, have
made up for any regret. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)
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(H) — Roth ThaMroa, 7 and MS p.m. shows
$4
wl

Thursday

(R) — Virginia Theater. 7 and 9 p.m. ahowa

u

Music

► Tha«a CM MM Sigma Kipp* tainaor MgM (d.|.) —
JM'S, 175 covar ctiaro*.
► Ron Qarrlry (light rock) - Jo a, $1 covar.
a-Jany Camp*)* (oountry) — Gandy Dancar, $3 com
tor ladlaa, $3 covar for man.
"■dj. — BaMa Maada, f 1 covar tor ladlaa, S2 (or man.
►dj. — Car'a. no covar charga.
►d.J. — Midway Downtown. t»covar.
► Bacrra (top torty) — Scruplas. no covar charga.

MOVtM

► Ftddtor on tha rtoot - Qrafton-Stovall Theatre, 7
p m ,tl 50 with ID, $2 without ID.
a- Broadway Danny Roaa (POJ — Hoth Thaatraa. 7 and 9
p m shows %*
a-Tarma or Cndaarmanl (POJ — Roth Thaatraa, 7 and
9 25 p.m. shows S4.
► Yantl <PQ) — Roth Thaatraa. 7 and »:» p.m. ahowa
$4
► Footlooaa (P0» — Virginia Theater. 7 and 9 p.m.
ahowa M.

Friday
Music

► New Wave Night (d.j.) - JM'S, $.75 cover.
»- Second Wind (rock) — Jo'a, $1 covar.
► d|. - Belle Maada. S2 covar.
»- Ekwtra (top forty) — Scruples, S3 cover charga.
► Country Bach (country) - Gandy Dancer, covar
charga not available.
► The Sparkplugs (rock) — Midway Downtown, S3
cover
»■ Tror — Scotland Yard, covar charga not available.
► Chanc (d.|.) — Car's, no cover charga.

Movie)*

■ ■.

. -

► Rocky Horror Picture Show (R) - Warren Campus
Canter Ballroom. 7:30.10 p.m. and midnight. $1.50 with
ID. S2 without ID.
► Educating Rita (PQ) — Roth Thaatraa. 7 and 9:10 p.m.
ahowa 14.
*»
►Hot Dog (R) — Roth Theatres, 7 and 9 p.m. shows $4.

Saturday
Music

►dj — JM's. Dance Coolest. $1 covar.
► Second Wind (rock) — Jo'a, $1 cover
► SyruHHtoQap,PlaldOrphaoeandThailuaTwoHun
drad (new wave) — Midway Downtown, $2 covar.
► Eteetra (top forty) — Scruplas, S3 covar.
► dj. — Bella Maada. S3 covar.
► Swamp Fan — Gandy Dancer, covar charga not
available.
► TrU — Scotland Yard, cover charga not available.
►Chanc (d.|.) — Cars, no covar charga.

Movtss

► Rocky Horror Picture Show (R) — Warren Campus
Center Balkoom. 7:30 and 10 p.m, $1.50 with ID, 12
without ID.
► Educating Rite (PG) - Roth Theatres. 2.7 and 9:10
p.m. ahowa $4
►Hot Dog (R) — Roth Thaatraa, 2, 7 and 9 p.m. shows
$4.
► SMiwood (R) — Roth Theatres, 2, 7 and 925 p.m.
shows $4.
►Foottooee (R) — Virginia Theater. 2, 7 and 9 p.m.
shows $4.

Etc.
Oort

► LakevMw Oolt Course - $1 tor students with IDs to
play Wast nine holes. Regular prices are $7 weekdays,
$4.50 after 5 p.m. and $9,50 tor weekends and holidays

Bowling

► Valley Lanee — $.90 daya and $1.15 tor tenpins and
$1.05 tor duckplna nights. Open 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. every
day.

ocus

In place of the prestigious
Grammy awards, LP reviewer
Duck Carter takes a look at some
of the year's top music happenings. Here, he presents his own
"Duckling Awards."
The "I Wish Michael Jackson
Had Never Been Bom Award"
goes to Sting and the Police since
their "Synchronicity" probably
would have garnered all the trophies
had it not been for M. J. and MTV.

Lauper yet, but you will. Her album,
aptly titled "She's So Unusual" and
the single "Girls Just Wanna Have
Fun" are doing well and with
"wrestling" great Lou Albano
managing, how could she go wrong?
Adios, I'm A Ghost Award goes,
with much respect, to Pete Townsend who took Robert Plant's lead
and left an aging band instead of
milking the group's name.

The Waste of Space Award goes
to Jackson Browne's "Lawyers In
Love." If Browne wanted to do
music that he thought was fun as he
has said about this album, why
didn't he just keep this crap to
himself?

Who, besides David Bowie, could
sing disco-pop-rock dressed like the
Great Gatsby? What will he think of
next?

The Boy Can That Girl Sing
Award is taken by Boy George
O'Dowd bloomers, excuse me,
hands down, even though Michael
Jackson exhibits no male
characteristics, either.
The "What is That Girl
Snorting?" Award is also no contest. You may not know Cyndi

"Chameleon of the Year" Award

"Enough is Enough" Award, the

Mary Jane Girls are a blatant rip-off
of Prince's sex-ploitation group
Vanity Six. If Rick James and Prince
are that competitive, why don't they
just find an alley and beat each
others brains out.
"Jack of All-Trades" for 1983 was
definitely Phil Collins who must
think he has a terminal illness
because he does everything like it is
his last chance.

Across 1-81

434-2455
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ALL YOU CAN EAT
PANCAKES
With Hot Syrup & Whipped Butter

MISTAEKES
Everyone makes mistakes now and then.
In a newspaper, it could be a misspelled
name, a misheard quote, or a fact that's fiction. Maybe a story bordered on bad taste,
was overplayed, or was not covered at all.

$1.99
Served 24 Hours a Day

Sometimes the newspaper prints a correction.

Donut Man

Sometimes a mistake passes unnoticed.

OPEN 24 HOURS
Rt. 33 East Across from Valley Mall

$1.00 Off

• If you see something in The Breeze that
warrants correction, or if you have a question
about coverage policy, call Ian Katz, editor, at
(433)-6127.
Or write him at The Breeze, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807

From now until February 29, 1984 Get $1.00 OH our regular price for a dozen
delicious assorted Oonuts. This special Is for ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS and
FACULTY MEMBERS YOU MUST SHOW YOUR COLLEGE I.D. card to get the
$1.00 off. It's Donut Man's way of saying thank you for supporting us the past five
years. We appreciate your business.

The Breeze listens.

4344404

STUDENT APPRECIATION
SPECIAL

No Coupon Necessary

Limit 2 Dozen

College I.D Required ^ .
$1.00 Off

No^-cod with any other specia

AA

^xx

$ | .UU VJTT

Because nobody's perfect.
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Fifth-ranked ODU visits Friday

Win over Tech evens women's record
By Paul Bergeron
staff writer

With two upset wins at home
already this week, JMU women's
basketball team faces its biggest
challenge of the year tomorrow night
as it looks to extend the string to
three when the Dukes face Old
Dominion, ranked fifth in the nation.
JMU (12-12) began its week last
Saturday afternoon with a 60-57 win
over Charleston University, 18-7 and
ranked 11th in the NAIA national
poll.
Tuesday night the Dukes knocked
off Virginia Tech (72-59) for the first
time since the 1978-79 season.
Crisp execution and solid defense
have been elements of the Dukes'
game most responsible for their recent successes. "There is no doubt
that if we play the way we have the
past two nights we will beat ODU,"
said Georgia Deren, who has scored
15 points off the bench this week.
Coach Sheila Moorman was impressed with her team's Tuesday
night showing. "It was our best effort in two years. We beat a very
good team."
JMU led throughout the game as
they were able to control the boards
against a very physical VPI squad,
and shut down the Gobbler's potent
running attack.
Tech entered the game averaging
more than 78 points a game, but
Moorman's defensive strategy held
them 19 points below the norm.
"We have played and defeated
two straight high scoring teams in a
row. I tell the team there is two ways
of shutting down a high scoring

team, play good defense and control
the tempo. I think we were able to
that effectively," Moorman explained. ^
RejpFe guard Mary Gilligan,
whose minutes played have increased
of late, was the offensive catalyst for

JMU as she scored a career-high 18
points against her former team.
"We worked the ball around well
outside against their zone defense
and got good shots," Gilligan said.
Gilligan was five of six from the
floor and eight of nine from foul

JMU 72
Player
Witman....
James
Franken ...
Jackson ...
Manelski ..
Gilligan ...
Deren
Mahony ...
TOTALS

By John Castaldl
All the Dukes can do now is get
back up and brush themselves off.
But it could take a lot of brushing
to remove the'stains of last night's
62-60 overtime loss to the 8-18 VMI

ECAC South
Team

League Overall
record record
Richmond
• 7-1 17-7
William & Mary 4-3 11-12
Navy
5-4 21-7
George Mason
4-4 19-5
JMU
3-4 12-12
East Carolina
1-8 4-20
Saturday's gimai
William and Mary at George Mason
Richmond at JMU
Navy at Army

n
•g
m-s
m-s
38 4-10
50
24
4-9
00
1-5
M
33
26
2-4
0-2
31
2-4 10-10
23
54
SO
18
2-4
30
0-0
4
04
3
0-1
00
200 2043 32-36
mm

Virginia Tech 59

Sue Manelski hit all 10 of her free throws in JMU's win over Virginia
Tech Tuesday. (Photo by Ming Leong)

VMI deflates high-flying Dukes
assistant sports editor

line.
Sue Manelski added 14 more
backcourt points as she hit two of
four field goals and made all 10 free
throw attempts. On the year
Manelski is hitting 88 percent of her
free throws, sixth in the nation. As a
team JMU shot 32 of 38 from the
line Tuesday.
According to Moorman, JMU will
be facing a team in a class by
themselves tomorrow night at 7:30
p.m.
"We are just proud to be on the
same floor with them," Moorman
said. "This game will give us the experience of playing a team of their
caliber. This will familiarize our
players into what it feels like to play
against one of the best in the
nation."
Gilligan, a senior who has faced
ODU three times, is ready for
tomorrow's game. "We will be more
experienced for them this time. "

Keydets.
JMU went into the game riding
the momentum of its overtime win
against George Mason University
Saturday night. That momentum is
gone, and it couldn't have been lost
at a worse time.
Saturday night the Dukes play
host to the ECAC South-leading
University of Richmond Spiders
(7-1, 17-7).
JMU is playing for more than just
salvaging some dignity in this
rebuilding year. The Dukes are vying
for position in the upcoming ECAC
South Tournament to be held in the
Convocation Center March 8-10.
The first- and second-place
finishers in the ECAC South receive
automatic byes in the first round of
the tournament. The Spiders h$ve
sewn up the first-place bye, but
. Navy, William, and Mary,- George

Mason, and JMU are all contenders
for the second-place spot.
JMIJ/S -chances of winning the
ECAC\SoutnT©urnament could deling that secondplace bye. As the Ibss to VMI last
night shows, the Dukes are still too
young and inconsistent to be expected to win three straight games
(which is what they would have to do
if they do not get a bye).
The Spider' game is obviously the
most important for the Dukes now.
JMU dropped a 57-55 overtime decision to the Spiders in Richmond in
January.
In that game, the Dukes and the flu
combined to hold Richmond's John
Newman to eight points, far bejow
his 21.7 average.
.,..,.
Hi' was'Spider guard Kelvin
Johnson's 22-poiht performance
that bnried the Dukes.

Player
Brennan ...
Lee
Miller
Brlltlngham
Analey
Pelllcoro..
Waddy ....
Kelly
Donovan...
Dennis
Walvlus ...
TOTALS

a pr
1
2
0 5
1
5
? 2
2 4
1
1
0 0
0 0
0 0
7 16

•P
13
8
8
4
14
18
7
0
0
72

s P>
r
1
0 2
2 2
3
4
1
2
0 4
4
0 4
3
0
0 0
0
0 0
1
1 3
2
6 3
2
0
1
4
0 2
30 10 23

«P
6
8
4
7
3
2
0
7
4
10

r
9
7
8
3
9
2
3
0
1
43

n

mln
m-s
m-s
34)
00
25
25 4-11
0-1
2-4
12
1-2
31
3-11
1-1
23
1-9
1-2
1-1
00
3
2
0-1
00
24
2-5
34
16
1-5
24
26 -4-10
22
4-7
00
13
260 244)6 11-18

Campanelli's
request
JMU basketball coach Lou
Campanelli has expressed concern with the throwing of objects onto the court during
games in the Convocation
Center.
Although Campanelli said
he approves of streamers being
thrown onto the court following JMU's initial basket, objects being thrown onto the
court thereafter could result in
a technical foul being called
against the Dukes.
The officials had to stop
play eight times during the
JMU-George Mason University game Saturday night.
i--"The erithusiasm is great," ,
Camptmellf stfdr 'mi I witf it
would stop after the first time."

s

S6
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Tony Gentile
Winning important to team-leading sophomore
By Scott Tolley
assistant sports editor

Some people take losing graciously — JMU
wrestler Tony Gentile isn't one of those people.
"I don't take too well to losing." Gentile said.
"If you wrestle someone really tough it comes
down to who doesn't want to lose the most. If you
go out on the wrestling mat not to lose then that
takes away from your wrestling ability. There's a
difference between winning and not losing."
Losing on the wrestling mats is something that
Gentile doesn't have to worry about too often.
Gentile, a 150-pound sophomore, is leading the
team in wins (26-4) and winning percentage (.867),
and is currently ranked seventh in the nation at 150
pounds by "Amateur Wrestling News.'
The 5-foot-6 and a half inch Gentile can be called a "takedown artist" for the quick and aggressive style he displays on his feet.
"I'm a lot stronger on my feet than on top or
bottom, because in high school that's what 1 was
drilled to do. I was drilled to be better on my feet."
Gentile said.
Gentile's college career has been a successful
one, winning is not something he learned at JMU.
Growing up in Paulsboro, N.J., a town with a
strong wrestling background, it was inevitable that
Gentile would be a wrestler. With the help of his
father who coached wrestling, he was introduced
to the sport at an early age.
He started wrestling at the age of seven and by
the time he reached high school he had developed
his skills to the point where he was already an accomplished wrestler.
As a freshman at Paulsboro High School, Gentile had a record of 22-0 on the junior varsity. In
four years of high school he compiled a record of
105-5.
"I did fairly well in high school," Gentile said
modestly. "I think the team I came from had a
really good"coach. I learned a lot in high school
because of a good coach."
His coach in high school was Bob Fredericks, a
good friend of JMU wrestling coach Dick Besnier.
this is one reason JMU found out about and
became interested in Gentile.
"We were aware of Tony from his sophomore
year on," Besnier said. "We were watching him
and paying attention to him. It was obvious he was
a skilled wrestler from an outstanding high school
program.
"He has great quickness, good mat sense, and is
hard-nosed. He's a quality young man and those
are all the things we're looking for in a studentathlete."

Tony Gentile (top), shown here wrestling against VMI's Ben Walker, is 26-4 and ranked seventh
In the nation at 150 pounds. (Photo by Greg Fletcher)
Gentile brought his talents to JMU and
established a name for himself right away.
As a freshman Gentile had a record of 21-8 and
won the state title. An injury late in the season
prevented him from competing in the regional
tournament which qualifies a wrestler for nationals.
Although Gentile was unable to compete late in
the season he stilled was voted third team freshman
All-America
"I felt a lot of pressure in high school," Gentile
said. "It was getting to the point where it felt more
like a job than a sport and then I got to Madison
and it was great being the underdog again, being a
freshman — it really got me enthused. Being an
underdog motivates you ... I think that was part
of my being pretty successful my freshman year."
With the early success Gentile has achieved in his
college career the possibility of All-America
honors and a national title may be in his future.
"I'd like to be an All-America this year, but
that's still up for grabs. I'm still young, but it's
possible, anything is possible. But that is one of my
goals before I get out of college, to be an AllBy Scott Tolley
assistant sports editor

JMU wrestlers
shoot for
regional titles

The JMU wrestling team has finished its
dual-meet season and now travels to George
Mason University for the Eastern Regional
Tournament this weekend.
The tournament includes both nonconference and conference teams whose
league has no post-season tournament.
A total of 13 wrestlers will advance from
the touranment into the national tournament.
The regional tournament will produce 10
champions and coaches will chose three wild
card wrestlers.
JMU wrestling coach Dick Besnier said,
"Team scores are kept, and you'll have an
eastern regional champion, but it's more of
an individual-type thing."
"Seeding will have a great bearing on what
happens," Besnier said. "Who you meet
when and when you wrestle is a great factor

America," Gentile said.
Besnier also is optimistic about Gentile's future.
"Tony has the potential to qe an All-America
before he graduates — before he finishes his college career," he said.
"It may not happen this year — it might be a
year away, it might be two years away, and then
again it might happen this year. There's a lot of
factors involved in being an All-America, some
you can control, some of them you don't control.
The thing is you have to be ready to take advantage
of opportunities when they present themselves."
Tony doesn't see a national title in his future,
but Besnier doesn't count the possibility out.
"Experience is a factor at the national level and
that's something he needs to get more of," Besnier
said.
"He definitely has potential to do that. That remains to be seen in the next year or so. I think you
have to get to the nationals, you've got to compete,
you've got to place before you worry about winning. But what the next two years hold remanins to
be seen."
on who places."
Besnier said that three JMU wrestlers
should be seeded highy in the tournament.
0
,I8 Ton
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150 and Phil Rice,who wrestled
of the

year at 190, but will wrestle at 177, should all
be seeded high.
Bowyer, a freshman, has been wrestling
well as of late according to BesniCT, and
should be seeded number two in the tournament.
In JMU's two victories last week against
American University (28-8) and George
Washington (48-6) Bowyer picked up two
wins to put his record at 21-12.
"Right now I'm starting to perform at my
peak, and this is a good time to be wrestling
well, 'Bowyer said. "If I wrestle up to me
potential I can place."
Besnier said if the team wrestles the way
they have been lately they should do well.
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State gymnastic finals
held here this weekend
JMU will be the site of both the
men's and women's State Collegiate
Gymnastics Championships this
weekend.
The women's competition, which
includes JMU, Longwood College,
Radford University, Virginia Tech
and William and Mary, will be held
Saturday beginning at 1:30 p.m.
The women's event will include
the balance beam, floor exercise,
uneven parallel bars and vault.
Joining JMU in the men's competition will be Radford University,

the University of Virginia. Virginia
Tech and William and Mary.
The men's events include the floor
exercise, horizontal bar, parallel
bars, pommel horse, rings and vault
and the competition will begin Sunday at 1:30 p.m.
.
The JMU men's team, led by
sophomore Tim Ratliff, is having its
finest season ever as the Dukes have
broken the JMU scoring record three
times this season.

\

Ratliff, JMU's record holder in
the horizontal bar, parallel bars and
the all-around, is a top contender for
the state title in the horizontal bars.
Senior Jon Perry will be defending
his 1982 state title in the floor exercise, and junior Tom Mannik, JMU
record-holder in the pommel horse,
will contend in that event.
The JMU women's team, which
set a school scoring record earlier
this month, will be led by senior
Stephanie Mann, son pom ore Tracy
Hash and freshman Laura Peterson.
Karen Polis and Leslie Karnitschnig
are expected to miss the event due to
injury.
Tickets for each day are $2 for
adults and Si for students. JMU
students will be admitted with their
IDs.
William and Mary is the defending
state champion in both the men's
and women's competition.

Stephanie Mann

.*■'...

Sophomore Tim Ratliff will be going for the state title in the horizontal
bars this weekend. (Photo courtesy of JMU sports Information)

spprtsfile
JMU's record
21st best
in last six years
According to the Feb. 8 issue of
The NCAA News, the JMU basketball team ranks 21st in the nation in
winning percentage for Division I
basketball teams in the past six
years.
In those six years, all under coach
Lou Campanelli, the Dukes have
won 70.4 percent of their games with
a 119-50 record.
DePaul (1S3-27 in the last sue
years) topped the list with a winning
percentage of 85.0.
s

Men's Basketball

Baseball

Women's Basketball

JMU will play the University of
Virginia in a scrimmage at J. Ward
Long Field 12:30 p.m. Saturday.
The Dukes return 16 players from
last year's 37-13 team that played in
the College World Series.
Seniors Steve Cullers, a catcher,
and second baseman Phil Fritz have
been named team co-captains for the
upcoming season.
Cullers was named to the AllEastern Regional Tournament Team
as a catcher last season and is a .318
career hitter.
Fritz is JMU's fourth all-time base
stealer with 43 and has a .292 career
batting average.
The Dukes will open their regular
season March 2 in Wilson, N.C.
against Atlantic Christian College.

JMU leads the ECAC South in
both field goal shooting 44.8 percent
and free throw shooting percentage
70.6 . . . Sue Manelski's moved into
third place on the JMU list for career
assists with 17S, 12 behind Cindy
Waddell's second-place 187.
Season Totals
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Saaaon totals
Maya
Steele
Brent
Each
Klngland.
Mosten ....
Bradley ...
Newman...
Jackaon .
Maaloff
Banka
Hughes...
Inge
Sutton ....
Williams'..

»e

Player
Manelskl ..
James
Wltman
Franken ...
Jackson..
Qllllgan ...
Daren
Mahony...
Flynn
Meadows..
Btose
Hopkins ...
Cooper ....

Results

Wrestling

•tans Basketball
VMI62

SEASON TOTALS

Gentile ...
Rica
Fitzgerald.
Bowyer...
Cummlngs
Hubert
Thomea
Smith
Cheeks
Stanton

Weight
190
190,hwt
187
118
126.134
,198,167,177,
167
142.150
177.190,hwt
hwl

Women's BeeketbeM

W
28
23
21
21
20
16
15
14
f5
12

L
4
9
9
12
10
11
7
13

T Pot. Pine
0 897 4
2 .710 1
0 .700 4
1 .632 2
0 687 7
1 840, ,3
6 660 7
JJ518 4
850 0
0 704 1

Virginia Tech 99

Women's Intramural Basketball
Champlonahlp game
Queen Bees 39
Semifinals
Quenn Baea 31
FCA39
. i.... .
, -i

) 1'

FCA31

,

Lady Hoopstera 21
Sigma Kappa 33

'

Man's Intramural Basketball
Playoffs
BrotherhoodSO
The Bunch 27

Sick Ones 26
Streamers 37
Hackers 34
Pistons 36
Sixers 41
Cold Boh to Go 17
Celtics 23
Kappa Sigma 23
Marketeers 48
0X36
Dying Bread 43
C Men 44
Sons of Thunder 17
Sigma PI "A" 31
Yak 37
Ball Hall Blazers 36

Team Buzz 35
No Guts No Glory 36
Dry Heaves 45 OT
Charlie and the Mansons 44
Devastation Inc. 34
Ragln Cajuna 33
Clifford Penthouse 40
Panama Had 29
Multiple O's 40
Brotherhood 21

Schedule
FRIDAY
► Women's Basketball - Old Dominion University.
Convocation Center, 7:30 p.m.
"-Wrestling - East Regional Championships, Fairfax,
Vs., thru Saturday.

SATURDAY
JMU90

JMU 72

SBOM29
Fllnstonea 54
Multiple O's 38
Coal Hangers 52
Lee Harvey 42
Sudoen Impact 31
The Force 39
Sigma Nu 33
Blue Hawaiian 54
SPE43
Beel Brothers 52
Bombers "A" 63
PO380'a40
Lambda Chi 94
Empathetlcs 41
Tunnel Drivers 95
Off 94
Mayberry RFO 43
No Slamma Jamma 47
Homewreckere 45
Thefa Chi 42
Blitz 99
Local 179 56
The Cage 38
Lee Harvey 45
SBOM 47

► Archery — at ths New York Indoor Tournament, 800
am.
►Men's Basketball - University ol Richmond, Convocation Canter, 7:30 p.m.
"-Fencing — at the Virginia State Championships,
Blacksburg Va thru Sunday.
•-Women's Qymneettca — Virginia State Championships, Godwin Hall, 1:30 p.m.
►Men's Tennis — High Point College, home, 1:00 p.m.
►Women's Track — at the Metro Invitational,
Blacksburg. Va

■•awMY,M,,,,,,II*0*"'-"M,*M
Crows 34
Cheers 26

n'a Gymnastics — Virginia State Championships.
Godwin Hall. 1:30 p.m

.II
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Bloom County

classifieds
For Sale

Spinet-Console Piano Bargain. Wanted:
responsible party to take over low monthly payments on spinet piano. Can be
seen locally. Write Credit Manager: P.O.
Box 33, Frledons, PA 15541.
1969 Mustang - rebuilt engine, rebuilt
transmission, power steering, power
brakes. Good condition. $2900. Call
434-3965.
Yamaha XT250 Enduro. New In '63.2,400
miles. 1600 negotiable. 433-8304.
1967 Ford Mustang, 1974 motor, 60,000
miles, blue, white pinstripes, black interior, Pioneer stereo, good condition,
automatic. Original motor Included.
433-3927.
SKIS - Knelssl 175 Tyrolla 150 bindings.
Just tuned. $120 or best offer. Call Dave
x5219. Leave message.
DYNASTEH SKIS — 160 CM with QE2E
bindings. Only $100x4651.
Female Housing Contract — Call Lucy at
434-7476.
1974 Ford Gran Torino — $800. Air conditioning, power steering, power brakes,
new tires, new mechanical parts. Runs
good) For more information call
433-3135.
,
1979 Monia. Automatic, AM/FM
cassette. Great condition. $2,900. Call
433-4058.
Guild D-50 guitar with case. Great condltlon. $250. Bucky 434-7005.
Mtdow-Frssh
drink
products.
Wholesome and nutritious, have diet tool
433-3546.
Stereo Speakers — brand new Sanaul 80
watt for any home stereo. 4 year warranty. Call Amy x4382.
-
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For Ren!

-

Harris Gardens Apartments. $245 including utilities, city bus to JMU. Call
Bob 4344569.

Wanted
Want le Rent furnished apartment or
house for summer or part of summer.
(713) 892-7639 or 434-1179.

Affordable custom framing for struggling
students whose funds are limited. Tom
434-3185, 434-4193.

Isabel — a guy couldn't ask for a nicer
date to Black Tie ... let's have a good
time. Steve.

Ride to southern Illinois during spring
break. One way. Expenses. Call 363-5849.

Lose Weight Now - GUARANTEED!!
That's right, here's you chance to slim
down and shape up for Spring. Wouldn't
you like to lose those excess pounds and
Inches
keeping you out of your old
cloths and swimsults? Well here Is a 100
percent GUARANTEED weight loss and
nutrition program that will let you SAFELY, EASILY, and EFFECTIVELY lose
those excess pounds and inches! I If you
are serious about losing weight and
would like more Information about this
Incredible weight loss program, please
call: Tony Nelson 434-6350.

Sandra 6 Leslie — You're like groovy to
the max! It's been a crazy 4 years — glad
I could spend it with you. I'll think of you
often at Bloomies. Miss you! N.J.
Shank I — Had so much fun, natural fun
going wild till all hours every weekend!
Thanx for all the laughter. I'll miss you!
NJ.
_____
Lorl, Pattl, Jane — What can I say to 3
LOSERS but, I love you! N.J.
Is It true you can buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call (312) 742-1142, ext.
6000.
.

Ride to Ft. Lauderdale. Share expenses.
Would like to return for ECAC tournament. Call Don at 434-5766 or Box 1953.

Help Wanted
HELP WANTED FOR THE SUMMER —
Lifeguards, coaches, pool managers,
supervisors to work at Richmond area
pools. Call or write to apply or be Interviewed over Spring Break. ATLANTIC
SWIMMING POOL SERVICE, INC., P.O.
Box 9429, Richmond, VA 23228,
804-266-9024
•

<rs«-

CAMP TAPAWINGO - a coed, residential summer camp for the mentally
retarded has the following positions for
hire: Aquatics Specialist, Boating
Specialist, Dance Specialist, Athletics
Specialist, Ceramics Specialist,
Counselor. Required to live on camp
grounds June 17-August 18,1984. Write:
P.O. Box 401, Alexandria, Virginia 22313.

Chauffeured Limousine Service to any
airport, or anywhere. Leisure van with
VCR movies. Call for rates. The Place
Connection 434-0172.
Sewing 6 Alterations. Reasonable. Near
JMU. Call Kim 434-8604.
TYPING — Campus pick-up and delivery.
$1.00/page. 433-8769PROFESSIONAL TYPING - Call Sharon,
433-0614, pick-up and delivery available,
call between 7:30 a.m. - 9:30 p1mJ

Services

Lost

Confidential Abortion Services — All inquiries and services confidential. Convenient location near* 1-81. For Information
or appointment 'call Collect (301)
733-2400.
TYPING SERVICE — 20 years experience. $1.00/page. Mrs. Price.
879-9935.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, Call Kathy.
433-8015.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING - IBM selec-

Round pill box, white and pink flowers.
Call 828-2246.
Phi Mu Pin. Gold with opals. If found call
x4602.

trie, 433-8685 before 7:00 p.m.

Personals
Enter your design now in the CARS
poster contest. $25 1st prize. Call
433-CARS to find out more. Deadline
March 1.
Can you handle the Challenge of JMU
Souvenir Game'' ftlpha Sigma Tau.

REWARD: $100 cash money paid for Information leading to the arrest and conviction of the crook who's been wrongfully using the checkbook, credit cards, &
other identification data of Clyde E.
Nicholson. Contact Investigator Baker
JMU Police, 433-6911.
Hate hot Beer? Keep It cold with a JMU
Hugger. Also pick up a spring break
bumperstlcker. Theta Chi sponsored.
Class of *86 — Make sure you file your Income tax return soon so you will have
money to put a deposit on your class
ring. Premier April 5. Ordering April 9-12.

TOYL and the elephant — The poster Is
almost full and "Oh my God," (are we
taping this?) the year ending. So no more
electric jello, but April 13th Is coming. Go
for It! MOM
S.H. (alias "Sandman") — Psyched for
Saturday! H.S.
Nancy - I hope this week Is better than
last. Black Tie will be great! I can't wait.
Love, DSE
"
Betsy — If at first you don't succeed, try
again. Zlff
,
Togamaa' of Bell — Thanks for the Bull
you Party Animals! Let the good times
roll." Bull Lovers of Bell.
Paula — Happy 19th Birthday to the
damn funniest girl In our suite. We all
love ya. Suite C102.
Mark — Happy Birthday! I love you. Anna
Students — 18-21, must be Independent,
(not claimed on parents Income tax) and
seeking full time employment In the Harrlsonburg area. Call to see If you qualify
tor our free placement services. Career
Development Consultants 434-8579.
Enter your design now In the CARS
poster contest. $25 1st prize. Call
433-CARS to find out more. Deadline
March 1.

Need a job?
The Breeze needs typists and production
workers. Call John Theado at 433-6127 for more
information.

■
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announcements
Announcements In Th* Bran* ars provided Ireo as a
service to readers Evenla requiring an exchange ol
mon*y will not be published In the announcements
section Entertainment notices may be sent to the Inside Ads and People section
OaadHnsa tor announcements are noon Friday for
Monday'a Issue and noon Tuesday for Thursday's
issue. Mailing address Is The Breeze, communication
arts department, James Madison University, Harrison
burg VA 22807. The Breeze office Is In the basement ol
Anthony-8**ger Hall at Grace and South Mam streets
Form for announcements Is WHO la doing WHAT
WHEN and WHERE. Items will be edited for brevity]
Name and telephone number should be Included.

Jump Rops lor Haart-a-Thon — sponsored
by Phi Epsllon Kappa, will be March 31 from 8 a.m. to
noon In Godwin Hall. For more Information, contact
Box 5137 or phone X7475.

Campus Cruaada lor Christ — meets every
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. on the WCC meizanln* For In formation call Laura at 434-8638.

Dlnnsr Thsatrs auditions — win be held Feb.

meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. In the WCC ballroom
Inter-Varsity prayer meetings are held Monday
through Friday from 4:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. in Jackson 106.

25 and 28 In Duke Fine Arts building from noon to 4
p.m. In room M103. Performers wishing lo audition
should prepare a song from a muslcsl comedy and a
brief monolog Comfortable clothing or dance attire
should be worn.
Actors for Chlldran'a Thsatrs — production
performances on compus April 5 through 8. There will
be a paid tour In May. For more Information, call 6474.
Auditions — for "Wiley and the Hairy Man" will be
Feb.27 and 28from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. In Antnony-Seeger
room 12. For more Information or scripts call 8474.

Events
Catholic Mats — 5 p.m. Saturdays, room D,
WCC; 10:30 a.m and noon Sundays, ballroom, WCC.

Special Olympics Swimming Program —
Thursdays fromB p.m. to 7 p.m. Meet In Maury parking
lot at 5:25 p.m. For more Information, contact (ran* at
X5756.
Wesley Foundation — Fab. 23: e p.m., New Ule
Singers, DuKe 209. Fab. 28: New Ufa Singers al 11 a.m.
worship at New Hope United Methodlet Church.
Baptist Student URNM — Feb. 23: Revelations
Bible study, 7 a.m„ Convene RAC; 5:30 p.m.. meeting
in RAC; • pjn.. New Psalm Singers.

Csrssrs In International Buainasa earlas
—
Gerry Gin. reference librarian, and Brad Roof, International business program director, will present a
workshop on "Finding Jobs In International Business"
at 3 p.m. on Feb. 29 In room 101 of the library
CPR instructor court* — sponsored by the
Harrlsonburg Department of Parka & Recreation In
cooperation with the American Red Cross, March 2
through March 4 at the Community Activities Center.
To enroll you must be at least 17 years old and must
hold a currently valid certificate showing completion
of a full length American Red Cross or American Heart
Association CPR course Registration will be held at
the recreation department administrative office) Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. A materials
and equipment maintenance charge of $8 Is payable at
the time of registration. Deadline for registration la
Feb. 29. For further Information, contact James
Sowers at the recreation department, 4339188.

Traln-a-Champ — needs volunteers at
Msgaheysvrlle Elementary Tuesdays or Wsdneedeye
from 12:30 p.m. to 140 p.m. and at Vo Tech Fridays
from 1:20 p.m. to 1:30 p.m Call Linda at <33-1824 It you
are interested.

Alt exhibits — Sawhlll OUtery. Ouke Fine) Arts
Canter: "Works from the Folger Shakespeare Library."
March 12 through 25. Artworks Gallery. ZJrkj* House
"X-Portabl* Units," by Kim Cox and Pat VanHom,
through March 2. The Other Gallery. Zlrkle Houee: "VIslons and Imaginings," by Oavk) KWd, Nancy Klzinger
and Pam Uchtfuas, through March 2.
Art Lecture Serknw "The Oavanxall Palace: A Peek
Into a Florentine Renaissance Home,'' will be
presenled by Anne Barrlaull March 14 at 440 p.m. in
DukeAIOO.
,:,

SupSfdanOS — sponsored by Panhellenlc, IFC
and Order of Omega to benefit Muscular Ostrophy will
be March IS at S p.m. to midnight March 17 In Godwin
Hall. Register In the Greek Office, WCC

PhySlCS SSmlnar — "Quantum Electronics and
Lasers," preeented by Or Dom W. Peterson. JMU
physics department, will be Feb.27at 4:30pm. in Miller
109.

JMU Today — a program run for m« students by
the students, airs Nva every Wedneaay at 2:30 p.m. on
cable Channel 8.

"JSBUS" — the fUm, will be shown Feb. 23 at 7:30
p.m. In Wilson Hall. This event la sponsored by
Navigators, Alliance Student Association, Campus
Crusade, Inter-Varelty and the Fellowship of Chrlatlan
Athletes
"Brian's Song" — the movie, will be shown Feb.
23 at 7 p.m. In Blackwell Auditorium. This event Is
sponsored by Phi Epsllon Kappa: admission Is $.50

Intsr-Varslty

Christian

Fallowshlp

-

Christian Science Organization — meets
every first and third Sunday at 7 p.m. In the religious
center.
Commutsr Student Commlttss — holds
meetings each Monday at 6 p.m. In room B, WCC. All
commuter* are welcome.
Caving Chit) — meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m
In Jackson 102.
Pal Chi — will meet Feb. 23 at 7 p.m In room C.
WCC. A guest speaker will talk after the meeting about
human factors engineering.
Presbyterian Fallowshlp — win meet every
Monday at 6:30 p.m. In room C, WCC, and will meet
Tuesdays for Bible study at 8 p.m. In Converse RAC.

Panhellenlc

will meet Feb. 23 at 5 p.m. at Phi

Mu.
LaadarahipwofkBhop — The office oi student
Activities will hold a leadership workshop tor students
and faculty advisers March 17 from 9:30 am to 3:30
p.m. in the Warren Campus Center Ballroom. Call 6321
or 8839 for more information.

General
Accounting tutoring — The Accounting Honor
Society will hold open tutoring ssealone in accounting ..;
every Wedneedey bom 4 p.m. to a p.m. In the audio
trteual department of the library.
CARS — a free service provided for faculty and
students by Catholic Campus Mlolstrlee give* you a
free rid* horn* on Friday and Saturday nighta from 8
p.m. to 3 a.m. If you had too much to drink, or tor
women who need a sal* ride home. Complete confldentlallty. no hassles. Call 433-CARS.
Enter your d**lgn now In tb* CARS poeter contest.
DaadHn* I* March 1. Call 433CARS. leave your name
and phone number, to get more Information.

Financial Aid applications — for the i9S4SS
echooi year are now available In the Financial AM office. Deadline la March 1, 1964

Meetings
JMU Canterbury — The Episcopal student group
meets every Thursday after the 7 p.m. communion service at Emmanuel Episcopal Church.

Counseling Cantor — offer* personal, study
•kill* and vocational counseling for Individuals and
group* Call 8662 for more Information or com* to
Alumnae Hall for walk-In service between 3 p.m and 5
p.m., Monday through Thursday. No appointment

CPsVP — Workshops "Resume Writing," Feb. 23
from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m., and Fab. 26 from 10 a.m to 11
sun.; "Getting Your Act Together," Feb. 29 from 10 am.
to 11 a.m.; Sign up In advance in the CP&P office.
CP*P special program — '.'Job Search Strategy for
Liberal Arts Major*." part II will be Feb. 23 from 3:30
p.m to 5 p.m.. room B, WCC. Sign up In CPSP office
Buach Gardens la accepting applications for summar employment Contact Buach Garden* for applications and more information.
Interview sign-up* for t he weak of Fab. 22: Richmond
Newspapers. Richmond. VA — business, lournallsm,
MIS/DP, English, chemistry, history and accounting
majors: J.C. Penney. Staunton. VA — business majors
with an lnt*rs»t In retail; East Carolina University,
Greenville, NC — chemistry and biology; Basra and
Cutler, CPA. DC - accounting. Check CPSP for
details.
More Interview signups: Del Mont* Saks* —
economics, management, marketing, communica
tlona, English, history, political science and
psychology mafor*; University Directories —
sophomores and seniors; Virginia Department of State
Police - all majors. Roanoke Tim** * World-News.
junior* only — management, marketing, communication aria; Volvo White Truck Company — all majors;
R J Reynolds Tobacco Company — ail majors. Check
CPSP for details.
MadlSttOn Council — offers free mediation aervtce lo all members of the campus community who are
In dispute Com* by the Mediation Center In the Commuter Student Center office. WCC, between S p.m. to 8
pm.. Monday through Friday. Call 4334250 tor more tnformatton,
University Writing Lab — oftor* individualized
help to students working on papers or reports, studying for essay exams, writing letters or applications,
reviewing grammar, or preparing to take the ORE,
LSAT. or GMAT For further Information, call Mrs
Hoatdna at 6401 or Mop by Keazetl 106. Monday
through Friday from 9 a.m. lo 3 p.m.
Tutoring — is available from Sigma Phi Lambda m
al subjects. For mor* Intarmatton. call: Paula
Upscomb (math and computer science) at X7187; Bath
Ann Neff (science and social science) at XS4S7; Jarl
Bus* fbusmeaa) at X74W; Kim Stawart (education and
human services) at 434-3647; Kelly DaKlelne
Iphllosophy, religion and foreign languages) at
434-4291; Oonna Barry (political scienc*, public administration and history) at X41S2; or Debbie Lawaon
(tutorial director) at X41S4.
Anchor Splash — 8econd annual Delta Gamma
Anchor Splash will be Sunday, Feb. 26 6 p.m lo 8 p.m
Donations accepted at the door and go to sight cons*
vatton and aid to the blind Anchor Splaah bash will be
Friday, Feb. 24 at PI Kappa Phi. Admission S2. Call
7523 tor ticks!*
Tax forms — ar* available In the reference area of
th* library.
Math tUtOring — la available to Ireshmen taking
fr*ehm*n level math course*, Keezeti 107-108. by appointment only. Cell John Hoover at 6401.
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Viewpoint
Cheating

-X-

JMU students today either cheat less than in
1977, or they lie more.
In a Breeze survey conducted in January, only
40 percent of JMU students who responded admitted cheating at least once. In 1977, 76 percent of
students answering a similar survey said they had
cheated.
Perhaps more importantly, of the 141 January
respondents, less than half said they would report
a cheater. And none has ever reported an honor
violation. This problem hurts the honor system. "
A couple of respondents suggested that "putting
each student in his own cubicle naked" or hiring
"storm troopers armed and willing to kill any
suspected cheaters on sight" would help curb
cheating. We think the problem can be resolved by
placing more emphasis on student participation in
the honor system. JMU's Honor Council has been
working on increasing student awareness, but progress takes time.
The success of an honor system depends on student involvement. If a student witnesses an honor
violation, he>'should report it. Otherwise, the
system can't work.
And when only 16 percent of respondents rate
the honor system as "very effective," some
changes are in order. More students might report
cheating if they thought penalties frequently were
enforced.
It appears students respect honesty more than
the honor system. Peer pressure is one reason
cheating is unacceptable. With emphasis now placed on honor awareness, we hope the students will
take the system seriously and understand their
obligation to the honor code.
The above editorial was written by Pat Plummer,
The Breeze's Assistant Editorial Editor. It Is the opinion of Plummer, Editor Ian Katz, Managing Editor
Daniel Finnegan, Editorial Editor Ross Richardson,
and Assistant Editorial Editor Cay Fultz.

February: Dead grass and lousy holidays
T.S. Eliot wrote that "April is the crudest
month, Sorry T.S., but you were off by about
two months.
I hate February. Even though it has only 28 days
— 29 this leap year, which only makes it worse —
it's still the longest, most boring, most soulsapping month of the year.
By February, everything good about winter is
gone (sorry skiers). Christmas and New Year's, the
only good things in winter, are far past, and spring, ah spring, seems a million years away.
I have a theory that winter is actually a conspiracy by the manufacturers of cold medicine and
chapstick to create a market, much like the way
the Head and Shoulders people make you feel like
a leper if you scratch your head.
Anyway, you've got to blame somebody, and
big business is always an easy target. Or maybe I
could blame it on big labor. Or how about the
poor, they get blamed for everything these days.
However, I digress. February is the target of my
wrath.
Look at the lousy holidays that February has to
offer. Let's see, there's Groundhog Day. How do
you celebrate Qro»i»dhpg ©ay? l H . I c {$#' I «4bl

Have you ever heard of anyone actually having a
Groundhog Day party? What would you do, open
gifts and gather around the family table for roast
groundhog and stuffing?
Then there's the presidents' birthdays. But all

Lost
and
Found
TIM ARNOLD
that they're good for is closing the banks and post
office. I bet if Abe were alive today he would at
least try to emancipate us from the fetters of
February.
It's no coincidence that Yuri Andropov and
Ethel Merman both kicked the bucket this month.
' They ^were^just smarter than the YesfMf i&? " '

But what about St. Valentine's Day, you ask?
well it s hard to get one's romantic ardor up when
your sweetheart has chapped lips and a runny
SKV^I!"8^ bcfore Valentine's day roses go at
about .Wracks a dozen. What was I just saying
about a conspiracy?
At least this February has been unusually mild.
This time last year, wWwere stiU digging out from a
snowstorm. But don't be fooled, winter isn't over
yet and just when ypu least expect it - bam, a
foot of white stuff on the ground.
Remember how pretty the snow looked in
November? That was then, this is now.
I m sorry, but I'm sick of winter. I'm sick of

oTy^5^668'

graSS and Vm sick of the Winter

All I want is one lousy day of 70 degree
temperatures so I can ride around with the windows rolled down. Is that asking too much?
C

,h1nL
1I think

pn °nly a Week away- Sl*81^ of March,
' " 8>ve up winter for Lent.

Tim Arnold is a junior m<yPWR 'ffff»W!«H'W
arts.
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Readers' Forum
Campusquote

Appalled
Homosexuality article offensive

"Presently, honor code violations
are not on students' final transcripts.
Do you think thla is fair?"

"I think it should
be on there. It's
something they
shouldn't have done,
and it should show."
Dale Butler
Junior
accounting

"No, because it
doesn't reflect their
integrity."
Olllo Clowe
sophomore
economics / accounting

"No, because you
may have violated it
once but you might
have learned your
lesson. If "they better
themselves, the rest of
the world doesn't
have to know Of their
mistakes."

To the editor
Like so many of my fellow students, I was apAs college students, we are all quite aware
palled after reading Charles Taylor's article
every college in this country has a reputation of
about homosexuality at JMU in the Feb. 20
one sort or another. Some schools are known
issue of The Breeze. I feel Mr. Taylor has well
for their academics while others are known for
overstepped his bounds as a member of the
their parties. Like it or not, these reputations do
newspaper's staff in his latest article.
exist, and I shudder to think what might be said
I am surprised to discover Mr. Taylor has
about JMU in the near future.
achieved such an important position in our
I should think that in a school as large as ours
school publication without having developed
there are more important matters at hand than
the responsibility his job entails.
homosexuality on our campus, yet this is the
In support of the one individual about whom
first topic all year to which an entire series has
the article was written, Mr. Taylor has managed
been devoted. After all, it does make for better
to enrage and offend nearly all of this universiheadlines than a tuition increase.
ty's remaining 9,000 students.
This series of articles appears when our
In his article, Taylor quoted his anonymous
school is just beginning to enjoy the fine reputasource, "Brian," as estimating the number of
tion it deserves among intercollegiate circles,but
male homosexuals at JMU to be about 1,500.
with one fell swoop of third-rate journalism,
Mr. Taylor, I realize you aren't a math major,
Mr. Taylor has done considerable damage to
but grab your calculator and figure it out. That
each one of us, not to mention the institution as
number represents about 37 percent of our male
a whole.
population!
As a proud member of the remaining 63 perAdmittedly, Mr. Taylor cited reports which
cent of our male population, I hardly await his
placed the number at a lower but still quite large
future articles.
total. However, later in the article he again
referred to 1,500 as the accepted total. Certainly "Brian" would know better than I, but I
Michael Rombach
must question Mr. Taylor's authority to use
freshman
such unsubstantiated figures in a matter as
business management
serious as this one.
To the editor
After reading Chris Merritt's letter concerning
America and that God-awful communism, I found
myself bursting with pride.
I am an American and very proud of the fact. His letter
inspired much thinking about the world.
I thought about Vietnam and El Salvador, and it made
me proud to be an American.
I thought of the war we are involved in with Nicaragua,
and it made me proud to be an American.
I thought of the recent bombing of Beirut and the innocent civilians killed, and it made me proud to be an
American.
America — the home of James Watt, Anita Bryant,
Jesse Helms and Jerry Falwell — makes me proud.
Chris Merritt is correct when, he says the United States
does not need "shameless criticism." The facts can speak
for themselves.
Mark Golden
sophomore
sociology

Patriotism
rouses 'pride'
in sophomore

Shelly Moore
freshman
education
"For the first time,
no. But the second
time or more, it
should be because we
all make mistakes."
Pat Putman
ssnior
sociology

United Way says, Thanks, JMU'

"Sure, I think it's
fair as long as it
depends on the harshness of the honor
code violation."
Bill Henry
Junior
marketing
Compiled by Cathy Sparkma" 11

To ths editor
Thank you JMU employees, faculty and
students for time, effort and money given.
Thank you for helping so many and for the
smiles you have created.
The United Way of Harrisonburg and
Rockingham County, Inc., collects and'
distributes money and volunteer help. It also
helps people find organizations or services
they may need.
The Big Brothers-Big Sisters provide companionship for children coming from one
parent households. One-third of all matchups ,are ,JMU students., ,,t, , , l
In the^rst^tep program, which .seek*. I© , j
end domestic violence, 90 percent of the

children's program is run by students.
Because of you, these programs are much
more successful.
Also, the more than $25,000 donated by
JMU faculty and staff helps over a dozen
local and non-profit organizations. Without
you, 1984 would have been a very difficult
year.
So thank you JMU employees, faculty and
students. Your time and money are deeply
appreciated.
Mrs. Emily Purdy
. executive director
i i United Way of Harrisonburg and Rockingham County, Inc.
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Marines begin withdrawal
BEIRUT, Lebanon — The Marine
withdrawal from Beirut officially got underway Tuesday as U.S. Navy helicopters took
Marines from their base at Beirut's airport to
warships in the Mediterranean.
Israeli jets, meanwhile, bombed and strafed
positions in the Syrian-controlled mountains
east of the capital.
Marine spokesman Maj. Dennis Brooks
said he could not say how many of the 1,300
Marines were withdrawn Tuesday.
Brooks estimated it would take a week or
two to evacuate the base at Beirut's airport.

Nicaragua elections
set for November
MANAGUA, Nicaragua —
The Sandinista government
said Tuesday it will hold nationwide elections Nov. 4,
three months earlier than expected.
But it insisted that Marxism
would remain a part of "Sandinista democracy."
"We do not accept
democracy that is ordered by
the U.S. government," said
Daniel Ortega, in an apparent
reference to U.S. pressure for
open elections.

Anti-Marcos forces
hold demonstration
BACOLOD, Philippines —
Thousands marched peaceful- -

The airport has been virtually surrounded
by anti-government forces since last Wednesday. At that time Druse fighters drove to the
coast south of the base, linking up with their
Shiite allies and further undermining the
Lebanese government.
"I'm ready to go. I've got women to meet
and beers to drink," said Lance Cpl. Samuel
Lee, 20, as he moved out.
Asked about the Marines' mission, he said,
"We were just trying to restore the peace. It
doesn't look like it happened."
— Associated Press

ly through this central Philippine provincial capital Tuesday calling for an end to
President Ferdinand Marcos'
rule and a boycott of the May
parliamentary elections.
The protesters, numbering
about 10,000, converged on a
plaza for a three-hour rally.

No evidence
of chemical weapons
in Afghanistan
WASHINGTON — The
United States said Tuesday it
had no solid evidence that the
Soviets used chemical
weapons in Afghanistan in
1983.
The report also said that
toxic chemicals killed fewer

New disease baffles doctors .
LYNCHBURG — A man comatose
since November has become the second
person to die of a disease that has baffled
researchers since it infected five people in
central Virginia late last year.
The disease causes symptoms similar to
encephalitis, an inflammation of the brain.
Its cause is unknown.
Doctors believe the disease is linked to
the same organism that causes Rocky
Mountain spotted fever and typhus, which
is carried by some ticks.
"N.

Structural failure
caused plane crash
CHARLOTTESVILLE — A failure in
the main support structure caused a small
plane to lose its right wing, sending it into
the median of a highway and killing all
four people aboard, federal investigators
said Monday.
Investigators have not yet determined
why the support structure came apart.
The plane smashed last Friday into a median on Interstate 64.

people in Cambodia and Laos
than in 1982.
The State Department
report contrasted sharply with
previous U.S. assertions that
more than 10,000 people have
been killed by chemical
weapons in Afghanistan, Laos
and Cambodia, where rebel
forces are opposing communist governments.
The report, which gave no
reason for the apparent
decline, was the latest in a
series submitted to the United
Nations in support of U.S.
allegations of use of Soviet
chemical weapons in foreign
conflicts.

Standoff ends quietly
for Hampton couple
HAMPTON — A three-hour standoff
ended quietly Monday when an armed couple gave themselves up to police outside of
their home.
Norman Coles and Wanda Coles,
reportedly armed with a handgun and a
machete, kept police locked out when officers tried to arrest Mrs. Coles on charges
of shooting into an occupied dwelling.

— Associated Press

— Associated Press

bytheway
:■

Look before you leap
NEW YORK — A man who didn't
realize he'd parked on the edge Of a pier
opened his door and fell into the icy Hudson River Monday.
A police diver en route to the scene also
fell overboard.

Double-secret probation
possible for Amherst frats
AMHERST, Mass. — Nine Amherst
College students began a four-day hunger
strike Tuesday, hoping to prevent a ban of
fraternities here.
- More than 200 students occupied the
school president's office in a peaceful
demonstration Monday, but they did not
sway officials.
The school's Board of Trustees is expected to vote this weekend on the issue at
a meeting in New York City.
Faculty members voted 90-29 last fall to
urge abolition of the 160-year-old fraternity system.
The faculty said there has been little improvement since 1978 when an accrediting
committee criticized the "appalling" and
"sheer gross behavior" it encountered at
several fraternity houses.

Court allows
bankrupt businesses
to cancel contracts
WASHINGTON — Failing
businesses have broad leeway
to cancel union contracts
when they file for bankruptcy,
the Supreme Court ruled
Wednesday.
The court ruled that
businesses do not have to prove to a bankruptcy judge that
their survival would be at
stake if they honor union
agreements.
The ruling could have
significant impact in major
corporate reorganizations —
such as Continental Airlines
— which filed for bankruptcy
last October.
Continental sought court
approval to scrap its labor
contracts and reorganize with
a smaller payroll. The company said it could not afford
the salaries it had been paying
and still compete with airlines
that have lower operating
costs.

Mondale wins
Iowa caucuses
DES MOINES, Iowa —
Sen. Walter Mondale won the
Iowa Democratic Caucuses
Monday, getting more votes
than all his competitors combined.
But the big story was who
did and who didn't come in
second.
Sen. Gary Hart came in second, giving his campaign
new life.
Coming in third was former
Sen. George McGovern, who
surprised almost everyone
with his showing.
The only big loser in Iowa
was Sen. John Glenn, who
finished fifth among eight
candidates after being regarded as Mondale's principal
rival.

House leader
calls for Shultz's
resignation
WASHINGTON
House Democratic

^

— A
leader

Tuesday called for the
resignation of Secretary of
State George Shultz.
Rep. Bill Alexander,
D-Ark., said the withdrawal
of the Marines from Lebanon
represents "the failure of the
foreign policy of our own
great nation."

>ruse leader
irants to visit
the United States
WASHINGTON — Walid
Jumblatt, whose Druse rebels
are fighting to topple the
U.S.-backed government of
Lebanon, is seeking a visa to
visit the United States.
Joe Reap, a State Department spokesman, said Tuesday that Jumblatt has applied
for permission to visit the
United States next month.
Reap said he did not know
any details about Jumblatt's
proposed visit.
— Associated Press

